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What are knowledge graphs?
❏ Different definitions exist
❏ Wikipedia: Although there is no clear definition for 

the term knowledge graph, it is often used as 
synonym for ontology. [Ehrlinger and Wöß, 2016]
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▪ Ontology: representation, formal naming, and 
definition of the categories, properties, and 
relations of the concepts, data, and entities 
that substantiate one, many, or all domains
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ontolo
gy_engineering
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▪ 1980s: term Knowledge Graphs (KG) used to 
describe a knowledge-based system that 
integrates knowledge from different sources 
[James, 1992][Nurdiati and Hoede, 2008]

▪ 2012: Google introduced the Knowledge 
Graph; many people refer to a blog post which 
does not provide deep insights

▪ Since then: 
○ various existing definitions
○ often used as synonym for knowledge 

base, ontology, linked data
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"A knowledge graph 
I. mainly describes real world entities and their 

interrelations, organized in a graph, 
II. defines possible classes and relations of 

entities in a schema, 
III. allows for potentially interrelating arbitrary 

entities with each other and 
IV. covers various topical domains." 
[Paulheim, 2016]
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"A knowledge graph 
I. mainly describes real world entities and their 

interrelations, organized in a graph, 
II. defines possible classes and relations of 

entities in a schema, 
III. allows for potentially interrelating arbitrary 

entities with each other and 
IV. covers various topical domains." 
[Paulheim, 2016]
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“Knowledge Graphs are on the rise”
Semantics 2018
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Examples
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source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge_Graph
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▪ dictionary & thesaurus
▪ lexical database

○ groups words into 
synonyms, 

○ provides definitions
○ short examples

▪ access
○ web-browser
○ applications
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▪ multilingual lexicalized semantic network and 
ontology developed

▪ automatically generated
▪ linking Wikipedia to WordNet
▪ concepts and named entities connected by 

semantic relations
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UMLS (Unified Medical Language System)

Metathesaurus Semantic 
Network

SPECIALIST 
Lexicon

● Core component
● Unification of different 

biomedical knowledge bases
● Defines medical concepts, 

relations etc.
● CUI, MRCONSO, MRREL,...

● Defines semantic types
● Defines relations between 

semantic types

● Lexical information about 
medical terms

● Used by e.g. MetaMap
● LRABR
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headache
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headache

Cranial Pain

Cephalalgia

pain in head

CUI
C0018681
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headache

dolor de cabeza (SPA)

Cranial Pain

Cephalalgia

Bolest hlavy (CZE)

pain in head
Cefaleias (POR)

Huvudvärk (SWE)

Dor de cabeça (POR)

CUI
C0018681
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headache

dolor de cabeza (SPA)

Cranial Pain

Cephalalgia

Bolest hlavy (CZE)

pain in head
Cefaleias (POR)

Huvudvärk (SWE)

Dor de cabeça (POR)

CUI
C0018681

Semantic 
Type:
Sign or 

Symptom

Definition
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Cervicogenic 
headache

C0458101

Bilateral 
headache

C0423623

ache
C0234238

Craniofacial 
pain

C0751137

headache
C0018681

inverse_isa

inv
er

se
_is

a

isa

isa
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Cervicogenic 
headache

C0458101

Bilateral 
headache

C0423623

ache
C0234238

Craniofacial 
pain

C0751137 Belladonna 
Alkaloids

C0004954

Doxylamine
C0013092

Medulloblastoma
C0025149

Adult 
Anaplastic 

Astrocytoma
C0280483

Hemicrania
C0877781

headache
C0018681

inverse_isa

inv
er

se
_is

a

isa

isa

may_be_treated_by

may_be_treated_by

finding_of_disease

finding_of_disease associated_finding_of
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Why knowledge graphs?
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▪ Integrating Knowledge
○ Question Answering
○ Literature-based Discovery
○ Knowledge Graph Embeddings
○ Distant Supervision
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■ Relation Extraction
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▪ Integrating Knowledge
○ Question Answering
○ Literature-based Discovery
○ Knowledge Graph Embeddings
○ Distant Supervision

▪ Knowledge Acquisition
○ Reasoning/Inference
○ Knowledge Graph Construction

■ Relation Extraction
▪ Entity Linking



Entity Linking

28



▪ Linking/Normalizing mentions against a 
unique ID

It was cold yesterday in Paris.

Entity Linking (last week)
29
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▪ Linking/Normalizing mentions against a 
unique ID

It was cold yesterday in Paris.

X
XX
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▪ Linking/Normalizing mentions against a 
unique ID

It was cold yesterday in Paris.

X
XX

● homonyms: common cold, cold 
(temperature), cold (emotionally), 
chronic obstructive lung disease, ...

● synonyms: Paris, capital of France, 
fashion capital, city of love, French 
capital, city on the Seine
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▪ Word Sense Disambiguation using graphs
○ Random Walks for Knowledge-Based 

Word Sense Disambiguation 

Presentation 
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▪ Word Sense Disambiguation using graphs
○ Densest Subgraph Disambiguation [Moro 

et al., 2014]
■ Co-occurrence information of concepts
■ Takes knowledge about other candidates 

in document into account
■ Examines connectivity of candidates
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The patient is a 65 year old female with post thoracotomy 
syndrome that occurred on the site of her thoracotomy 
incision.

Raw input text:
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Detected mentions:
The patient is a 65 [year] old female with [post thoracotomy 
syndrome] that occurred on the site of her [thoracotomy] 
[incision].
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Candidate Search:

candidate F

candidate G

candidate H

candidate I

candidate D

candidate E

candidate A

candidate B

candidate B

The patient is a 65 [year] old female with [post thoracotomy 
syndrome] that occurred on the site of her [thoracotomy] 
[incision].

candidate J
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The patient is a 65 [year] old female with [post thoracotomy 
syndrome] that occurred on the site of her [thoracotomy] 
[incision].

Identify Connectivity:

candidate F

candidate G

candidate I

candidate D

candidate E

candidate A

candidate B

candidate B

candidate J

candidate H
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Count Connectivity:

candidate F

candidate G

candidate H

candidate I

candidate D

candidate E

candidate A

candidate B

candidate B

For all candidates do:
- count connectivity to other mentions
- count connectivity to other candidates 

The patient is a 65 [year] old female with [post thoracotomy 
syndrome] that occurred on the site of her [thoracotomy] 
[incision].

candidate J
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Count Connectivity:

candidate F

candidate G

candidate H

candidate I

candidate D

candidate E

candidate A

candidate B

candidate B

For all candidates do:
- count connectivity to other mentions
- count connectivity to other candidates 

The patient is a 65 [year] old female with [post thoracotomy 
syndrome] that occurred on the site of her [thoracotomy] 
[incision].

candidate J1 * 1

1 * 2

2 * 2

1 * 1 2 * 2

0 * 1

2 * 3
1 * 2

2 * 3

3 * 3

Remove mention with 
lowest connectivity 
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Count Connectivity:

candidate F

candidate G

candidate H

candidate I

candidate D

candidate E

candidate A

candidate B

candidate B

For all candidates do:
- count connectivity to other mentions
- count connectivity to other candidates 

The patient is a 65 [year] old female with [post thoracotomy 
syndrome] that occurred on the site of her [thoracotomy] 
[incision].

candidate J1 * 1

1 * 2

2 * 2

1 * 1 2 * 2

2 * 3
1 * 1

2 * 3

3 * 3

Remove mention with 
lowest connectivity 
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Count Connectivity:

candidate F

candidate G

candidate H

candidate I

candidate D

candidate E

candidate A

candidate B

candidate B

For all candidates do:
- count connectivity to other mentions
- count connectivity to other candidates 

The patient is a 65 [year] old female with [post thoracotomy 
syndrome] that occurred on the site of her [thoracotomy] 
[incision].

candidate J1 * 1

1 * 1

2 * 2

1 * 1 2 * 2

2 * 3

2 * 3

3 * 3

Remove mention with 
lowest connectivity 
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Count Connectivity:

candidate F

candidate G

candidate H

candidate I

candidate D

candidate E

candidate A

candidate B

candidate B

For all candidates do:
- count connectivity to other mentions
- count connectivity to other candidates 

The patient is a 65 [year] old female with [post thoracotomy 
syndrome] that occurred on the site of her [thoracotomy] 
[incision].

candidate J1 * 1

2 * 2

1 * 1 1 * 1

2 * 3

2 * 3

3 * 3

Remove mention with 
lowest connectivity 
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Count Connectivity:

candidate F

candidate G

candidate H

candidate I

candidate D

candidate E

candidate A

candidate B

candidate B

For all candidates do:
- count connectivity to other mentions
- count connectivity to other candidates 

The patient is a 65 [year] old female with [post thoracotomy 
syndrome] that occurred on the site of her [thoracotomy] 
[incision].

candidate J1 * 1

2 * 2

1 * 1

2 * 3

1 * 2

3 * 3

Remove mention with 
lowest connectivity 
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Count Connectivity:

candidate F

candidate G

candidate H

candidate I

candidate D

candidate E

candidate A

candidate B

candidate B

For all candidates do:
- count connectivity to other mentions
- count connectivity to other candidates 

The patient is a 65 [year] old female with [post thoracotomy 
syndrome] that occurred on the site of her [thoracotomy] 
[incision].

candidate J1 * 1

2 * 2
2 * 3

1 * 1

3 * 3

Remove mention with 
lowest connectivity 
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Count Connectivity:

candidate F

candidate G

candidate H

candidate I

candidate D

candidate E

candidate A

candidate B

candidate B

For all candidates do:
- count connectivity to other mentions
- count connectivity to other candidates 

The patient is a 65 [year] old female with [post thoracotomy 
syndrome] that occurred on the site of her [thoracotomy] 
[incision].

candidate J1 * 1

2 * 2
2 * 2

3 * 3

Remove mention with 
lowest connectivity 



Knowledge Inference
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Knowledge Acquisition
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▪ Knowledge Inference
○ large data available
○ implicit knowledge can be “easily” 

detected by humans -> logic
○ -> interesting use case for machines  

Presentation 

Aceta- 
minophen

PainAnti- 
pyretics

ISA TREATS

TREATS?



Knowledge Base Generation
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▪ Knowledge Base Generation 
○ YAGO [Rebele et al., 2019]

■ Automatically generated from 
Wikipedia, WordNet and GeoNames
● 16 million entities, 1.1 billion triples

■ Attaches spatial and temporal infos
■ Inclusion of 10 different languages
■ Publicly available
■ Used for various applications, such as 

IBM Watson
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▪ Relation Extraction

 
 
Zinc lozenges for treating the common cold in 
children.
 

[DRUG] [DISEASE]

may_treat
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▪ Relation Extraction

 
 
Zinc lozenges for treating the common cold in 
children.
 

[DRUG] [DISEASE]

may_treat

Knowledge Base Population
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Zinc lozenges for treating the common cold in 
children.
 

[DRUG] [DISEASE]

may_treat

Knowledge Base Population

▪ Relation Extraction
▪ TAC - Text Analytics Conference

○ Public Challenges each year, since 2008
○ Since 2009 KB Population tracks
○ Covers large variety of topics:

■ cold start KBP
■ entity linking
■ slot filling 
■ ...
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▪ Relation Extraction

 
 
Zinc lozenges for treating the common cold in 
children.
 

[DRUG] [DISEASE]

may_treat

Knowledge Base Population
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▪ Relation Extraction

 
 
Zinc lozenges for treating the common cold in 
children.
 

[DRUG] [DISEASE]

may_treat

Labeling Training Data
(Distant Supervision)
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“The distant supervision assumption is that if two 
entities participate in a relation, any sentence that 
contain those two entities might express that 
relation.” 
Mintz et al. [2009]
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may_treat
Vitamin E Alzheimer
Zinc lozenges Common Cold

Ascorbic Acid Common Cold
Sodium Fluoride Osteoporosis

… ... 
 
Zinc lozenges for treating the common cold in 
children.
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may_treat
Vitamin E Alzheimer
Zinc lozenges Common Cold

Ascorbic Acid Common Cold
Sodium Fluoride Osteoporosis

… ... 
 
Zinc lozenges for treating the common cold in 
children.
 

[DRUG] [DISEASE]
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may_treat
Vitamin E Alzheimer
Zinc lozenges Common Cold

Ascorbic Acid Common Cold
Sodium Fluoride Osteoporosis

… ... 
 
Zinc lozenges for treating the common cold in 
children.
 

[DRUG] [DISEASE]
may_treat
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[Roller and Stevenson, 2015]

▪ Massive Noisy Data vs Manually Labelled Data

# training examples
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▪ Firstly Introduced by Craven and Kumlien, 
(1999)
○ Yeast Protein Database (YPD) to label 

training data from Medline abstracts
■ subcellar-localisation  relations

○ Bag-of-word  features
○ Naive-Bayes classifier
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▪ Firstly Introduced by Craven and Kumlien, 
(1999)
○ Yeast Protein Database (YPD) to label 

training data from Medline abstracts
■ subcellar-localisation  relations

○ Bag-of-word  features
○ Naive-Bayes classifier

zinc lozenges - common cold
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▪ Firstly Introduced by Craven and Kumlien, 
(1999)
○ Yeast Protein Database (YPD) to label 

training data from Medline abstracts
■ subcellar-localisation  relations

○ Bag-of-word  features
○ Naive-Bayes classifier

zinc lozenges - common cold

zinc lozenges - alzheimer
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▪ Firstly Introduced by Craven and Kumlien, 
(1999)
○ Yeast Protein Database (YPD) to label 

training data from Medline abstracts
■ subcellar-localisation  relations

○ Bag-of-word  features
○ Naive-Bayes classifier



Question Answering
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Knowledge Integration
68

▪ Question/Answering (QA) Systems
○ NLP & IR task

■ processing question
■ finding answer
■ present answer
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▪ Question/Answering (QA) Systems
○ NLP & IR task

■ processing question
■ finding answer
■ present answer

                              

[Zhao et al., 2019]

In which colors 
do you have 
the Moto G5?

source: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKuFn3i
WgRM



Literature-based Discovery
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Knowledge Integration
71

▪ Literature-based Discovery (LBD)
○ Methods to explore “hidden” knowledge in 

literature 
○ -> connecting information spread across 

different literature
○ Based on idea of Swanson: Raynaud’s 

disease & fish oil 

Presentation

B

CA

Canceled
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▪ Literature-based Discovery (LBD)
○ Fish oil, Raynaud's syndrome, and 

undiscovered public knowledge  [Swanson 
1986]

Raynaud
Disease

blood 
viscosity

platelet 
aggregati

on

vascular 
reactivity

have 
increased

have 
increased

suffer from
impaired
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▪ Literature-based Discovery (LBD)
○ Fish oil, Raynaud's syndrome, and 

undiscovered public knowledge  [Swanson 
1986]

Fish Oil
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platelet 
aggregati
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causes
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suffer from
impaired
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▪ Literature-based Discovery (LBD)
○ Fish oil, Raynaud's syndrome, and 

undiscovered public knowledge  [Swanson 
1986]

Fish Oil
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Raynaud
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blood 
viscosity

platelet 
aggregati

on

vascular 
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have 
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▪ Literature-based Discovery (LBD)
○ Fish oil, Raynaud's syndrome, and 

undiscovered public knowledge  [Swanson 
1986]

○ ABC-Model, Open and Closed Discovery
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▪ Literature-based Discovery (LBD)
○ Fish oil, Raynaud's syndrome, and 

undiscovered public knowledge  [Swanson 
1986]

○ ABC-Model, Open and Closed Discovery



Graph Embeddings
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▪ Data driven versus expert/struct. knowledge
▪ Many ML methods use word embeddings 

○ Word2Vec, Fasttest (other seminar)
▪ How to encode graph information?

Barack Obama was the 
44th _?_ of the United 
States.

[Mikolov et al., 2013]
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Word2Vec is a statistical method for efficiently 
learning a standalone word embedding from a 
text corpus.
It was developed by Tomas Mikolov, et al. at 
Google in 2013 as a response to make the 
neural-network-based training of the 
embedding more efficient and since then has 
become the de facto standard for developing 
pre-trained word embedding.
Additionally, the work involved analysis of the 
learned vectors and the exploration of vector 
math on the representations of words. For 
example, that subtracting the “man-ness” from 
“King” and adding “women-ness” results in the 
word “Queen“, capturing the analogy “king is to 
queen as man is to woman“.
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▪ How to encode graph information?
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▪ How to encode graph information?
○ Graph Embeddings

■ transformation into a (set of) vectors
■ capture graph topology, relationships 

between nodes
● machine learning limited on graphs
● vector operations are faster
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▪ How to encode graph information?
▪ Random walks and neural network language 

models on knowledge bases [Goikoetxea et al., 
2015]
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▪ How to encode graph information?
▪ Random walks and neural network language 

models on knowledge bases [Goikoetxea et al., 
2015]
○ Monte Carlo for computing the PageRank
○ Evaluated on relatedness tasks

■ word relatedness
■ word similarity

○ WordNet
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▪ How to encode graph information?
▪ Random walks and neural network language 

models on knowledge bases [Goikoetxea et al., 
2015]

▪ similar techniques, e.g. DeepWalk [Perozzi et al., 
2014], node2vec [Grover and Leskovec, 2016]

source: https://towardsdatascience.com/graph-embeddings-the-summary-cc6075aba007
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▪ YAGO [Rebele et al., 2019]
○ one of the earliest approaches of KB generation
○ automatically generated from Wikipedia, WordNet and GeoNames

■ 16 million entities, 100 million facts
■ attaches spatial and temporal infos 

○ 2006 - best of two worlds: Wikipedia large number but bad taxonomy; WordNet elaborated taxonomy, 
but small number of instances -> extraction of facts [Suchanek et al., 2007]

○ 2008 - inclusion of info boxes
○ 2010 - extraction of temporal and geographical meta facts (YAGO2)

■ query data over space and time
○ 2015 - inclusion of 10 different languages
○ Most content comes from Wikipedia

■ each page becomes an entity, and facts about these entities are extracted from infoboxes 
(attributes and relations), mostly a set of manually compiled rules are used here.

■ Yago extracts time span of facts
■ WordNet is a lexical database of English language; among other things it defines a taxonomy of 

nouns ( e.g. ballet dancer is a hypernym of dancer). 
● Yago takes leaves of Wikipedia category and links them to WordNet synsets

■ 7 million geographical entities such as villages, cities, notable buildings (locatedIn) 
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▪ Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 
○ other seminar
○ popular for image processing

source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convolutional_neural_network
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▪ RE with CNNs 

[Nguyen and Grishman, 2015]
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▪ Graph Convolutional Network (GNN) 

source: https://tkipf.github.io/graph-convolutional-networks/


